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Individual differences in objective effects of noise on performance were analyzed with respect to
their distribution, temporal stability, and the precision of measurement to be attained. Seventy-two
subjects had to memorize sequences of visually presented digits while being exposed to one of three
auditory background conditions which were randomly mixed on a trial-by-trial basis:~1! foreign
speech;~2! pink noise; and~3! silence. Individual ‘‘irrelevant speech effects,’’ operationalized by
the difference in recall errors under speech and in silence, were normally distributed over a wide
range extending from slight facilitation to severe disruption. When 25 subjects repeated the
experiment after four weeks, the individual differences were replicated with a reliability ofr tt

50.45. Internal consistency, a measure of the precision with which individual effects can be
measured in a single session, was moderate (a50.55). However, both retest, and consistency
coefficients are severely attenuated by the use of~sound-minus-silence! difference scores, the
reliability of which is bound to be considerably lower than that of the original error scores whenever
these are correlated. Given that the original error rates in a specific auditory condition can be
determined with reliabilities approaching 0.85, it may be concluded that individual performance
decrements due to noise can be reliably measured in the ‘‘irrelevant speech’’ paradigm. Self-report
measures of noise susceptibility collected to explore potential sources of the large inter-individual
variation exhibited only weak relationships with the objectively measured noise effects: Subjects
were quite inaccurate in assessing their individual impairment in the three auditory conditions, and
a questionnaire-based measure of general noise sensitivity only accounted for a small portion of the
variance in objectively measured performance decrements, although in both cases the predictive
relationship was much stronger in female than in male subjects. ©1997 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~97!00110-0#

PACS numbers: 43.50.Qp, 43.72.Dv@GAD#
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INTRODUCTION

In environmental noise research, the need to study in
vidual differences has always been more apparent tha
other areas of psychoacoustics. One obvious reason is
much of the survey research concerned with noise evalua
uses correlational statistics. Individual differences on a s
jective dimension~e.g., annoyance! are correlated with othe
subjective~e.g., attitudinal! or objective measures~such as
exposure levels! characterizing individuals or groups of re
spondents. Appreciable individual variation and its relia
measurement are crucial to this research approach.

Therefore, instruments for measuring individual diffe
ences in annoyance with various noise sources~Job, 1988;
Taylor, 1984, for reviews!, in response criteria for reportin
distress~Green and Fidell, 1991!, or in general noise sens
tivity ~Weinstein, 1978! have been developed. Neverthele
a recent review~Staples, 1996! blamed a lack of understand
ing of individual differences in reaction to noise for cost
policy failures in the implementation of noise abatement,
traffic rerouting programs.

In contrast to the questionnaire-based noise evalua
studies thus characterized, research into the objective ef
of noise on performance—focusing on the demonstration

a!Electronic mail: wolfgang.ellermeier@psychologie.uni-regensburg.de
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overall effects of experimental manipulations—has sho
little concern with individual differences~Jones and Davies
1984, for an earlier review!. There are occasional reports o
personality variables such as anxiety or extraversion inter
ing with noise effects~summarized in Smith and Jone
1992!; analyses of the stability of individual difference
however, turn out to be rather disconcerting. Smithet al.
~1981!, for example, in an experiment, which required su
jects to memorize lists of words both in the quiet and un
continuous white noise, found quiet-noise differences in
call scores, and in indices of higher-order cognitive proce
ing ~‘‘clustering’’ ! to produce correlations as low asr
50.05 between two sessions one week apart. That is,
jects appearing particularly susceptible to noise in the fi
session were not the same ones as those showing the la
performance decrements in the second session, and the
nitude of the correlation indicated almost nonexistent in
vidual stability of these noise effects.

This inconsistency of performance across sessions
stem in part from the highly variable effects of continuous
intermittent white noise. Generally, these earlier stud
show that white noise presented at high sound-pressure
els may either improve, depress, or result in no change
performance. Moreover, those factors that predict such
comes cannot be articulated with any degree of certai
Such inconsistency in mean effects suggests~but is by no
21912(4)/2191/9/$10.00 © 1997 Acoustical Society of America
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means definitive in suggesting! that reliability measures ma
be poor in such settings.

While the studies thus characterized all employed bro
band noise of relatively high level (>80 dB), more recent
research, pioneered by Colle and Welsh~1976! as well as by
Salame´ and Baddeley~1982!, found highly replicable overal
noise effects~no single instance of improvement has be
encountered, for example! when using temporally structure
sounds of moderate intensity, and a particular task requi
recall ‘‘in the correct order.’’ The phenomenon referred
has been termed the ‘‘irrelevant speech effect’’~ISE!, since
the presentation of auditory material~typically speech!
which the subject is told to ignore, and which is of no s
nificance to the task performed, has sizable effects on
serial recall of visually presented items such as letters
digits ~for reviews see Jones and Morris, 1992; Jones, 19
Joneset al., 1996!. In recent years, the ISE paradigm h
become prototypical for studying moderate-level noise
fects in a situation representative of modern office envir
ments. The quickly growing number of studies on the eff
have either addressed the cognitive mechanisms invo
~e.g., Salame´ and Baddeley, 1982; Buchneret al., 1996!, or
the properties of the auditory distractors producing maxim
interference~e.g., Jones and Macken, 1995a; Joneset al.,
submitted; Ellermeier and Hellbru¨ck, in press!; individual
differences, however, have not been analyzed to our kno
edge, and even the presentation of standard errors seem
be the exception rather than the rule~see however,
LeCompte, 1994; Jones and Macken, 1995b!.

In our opinion, the need for laboratory studies of ind
vidual differences in the susceptibility to noise expressed
recent review~Staples, 1996! is best addressed by looking
the paradigm characterized above, for which there is am
and consistent evidence of performance disruption. Con
quently, the present study was designed to collect data
fairly large number of subjects (N572) under standard ‘‘ir-
relevant speech’’ conditions. More specifically, a forei
language~Japanese! was used to elicit the effect uncon
founded by semantic content, and a ‘‘placebo control’’~pink
noise! was presented in addition to the quiet baseline,
order to control for unspecific or expectation-based effe
due to the mere presence of an acoustical distractor.

The study was conducted with two goals in mind: T
primary goal was to assert the presence of individual diff
ences in noise susceptibility in a controlled laboratory
periment, and to show that these can be reliably measu
applying established psychometric methods derived fr
classical test theory~Nunnally, 1978; Kline, 1993; Liener
and Raatz, 1994!. According to this approach, errors in th
‘‘irrelevant speech’’ paradigm are treated much like errors
an intelligence test, the precision and replicability of whi
is to be determined. A secondary goal was to link behavio
effects to differences in self-reported noise sensitivity in
der to explore~a! if subjects are able to assess their susc
tibility to a given noise, and~b! if the personal attribute o
‘‘noise sensitivity’’ ~Weinstein, 1978! may account for some
portion of the variance in error rates observed in the labo
tory.
2192 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 4, October 1997 W
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I. GENERAL METHOD

A. Subjects

Seventy-two students at the University of Regensb
~median age 24, range 19–44; 31 male, 41 female! partici-
pated as subjects. A random subset of this sample consis
of 25 subjects was asked and agreed to participate in a r
session four weeks later. Hearing problems, knowledge
Japanese, or prior experience in ‘‘irrelevant speech’’ exp
ments were exclusion criteria for the experiment. All su
jects were naive both with respect to the literature on no
effects, and to the specific hypotheses being investigated

B. Apparatus and stimuli

1. Visual stimuli

The visual material to be memorized consisted of ra
dom permutations of the digits 1 through 9, presented
quentially in the center of a colour monitor. The digits we
about 2 cm in height and appeared for 800 ms each, w
200-ms pauses between digits.

2. Auditory stimuli

The ‘‘irrelevant’’ auditory materials were recorded an
played with 8-bit resolution and an 22-kHz sampling ra
using a ‘‘Soundblaster-compatible’’ PC sound card. Tw
types of auditory materials were used:~1! Japanese speech
and ~2! pink noise. The speech sample consisted of a 1
segment from a lecture given by a male speaker. The n
sample was recorded from a Bruel & Kjaer~type 1405! noise
generator. These single tokens of speech and noise w
shaped to have smooth onsets and offsets, and to y
A-weighted, energy-equivalent sound-pressure levels,Leq, of
76 dB, as verified by measurements at the headphones u
a Cortex Electronic~model MK 1! artificial head system.
Due to its continuous and broadband nature, the pink-no
sample appeared louder: The mean computed loudness l
were 44.7 sone for the noise, and 25 sone for the spe
sample. The auditory stimuli were presented diotically ov
headphones~Beyerdynamic DT 550! in a quiet, but not
sound-treated laboratory room@ambient A-weighted sound
level approximately 40 dB#.

C. Procedure

Each trial was initiated by a 2-s visual warning signal~a
square of decreasing size cueing the subject to the poin
fixation!, after which the stream of 9 digits was displayed
a rate of 1 per s. Following a 5-s retention interval, a 333
numerical array consisting of the numbers 1 through
prompted subjects to enter the correct serial order by seq
tially clicking the computer mouse on the digits displayed

On sound trials, the acoustical background~speech or
pink noise! was present both during the encoding and
rehearsal phase, for a total of 14 s. No sound was prese
during the self-paced recall period. Subjects were told
ignore the auditory input while quietly rehearsing the nu
ber sequence.

In order to be able to measure individual differenc
unconfounded with practice effects, the auditory conditio
2192. Ellermeier and K. Zimmer: Differences in noise susceptibility
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were randomly mixed on a trial-by-trial basis. Subjects w
run in blocks of 30 trials in which speech, pink noise, a
silent conditions occurred with equal frequency. After thr
trials of practice, they completed two~or three! of these 30-
trial blocks, lasting approximately 15 min each.

Twenty-five subjects repeated the experiment fo
weeks later in order to determine the stability of the effe
over time. Furthermore, this subset of our sample was as
to estimate the degree of interference~or potential facilita-
tion! produced by the ‘‘irrelevant’’ sounds by rating them o
a bipolar scale ranging from23 ~‘‘will severely hurt my
performance’’! over zero~no effect! to 13 ~‘‘will help con-
siderably’’!. These ratings were obtained after subjects h
read the instructions, had heard the two sound samples
prior to actually performing the serial recall task. The rati
procedure was repeated at the end of the first session~with
modified wording, where appropriate!, in order to assess
whether actual experience with the task changed subje
evaluation of sound effects.

In addition, all 72 subjects completed two questionnai
measuring individual noise sensitivity with respect to a w
range of noise sources:~1! A German version of Weinstein’s
~1978! noise sensitivity scale, and~2! a newly constructed
noise-sensitivity questionnaire currently being evaluated
our laboratory~Zimmer and Ellermeier, submitted!.

II. INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN SUSCEPTIBILITY TO
‘‘IRRELEVANT SPEECH’’

A. Overall effect of irrelevant sound on performance

In all analyses presented in this paper, serial recall p
formance was evaluated using the method almost exclusi
employed in research on ‘‘irrelevant speech’’ effects: An
ror was scored whenever the subject failed to report the
rect digit in the correct position. The sum of errors in
trials computed separately for each auditory condition ser
as the basic dependent variable, assuming a minimum

FIG. 1. Effect of ‘‘irrelevant speech’’ compared with two control cond
tions. The sum of serial recall errors in 20 trials averaged across 72 sub
is plotted along with standard errors of the mean.
2193 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 4, October 1997 W
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zero, and a potential maximum of 380 (20 trials39 digits).
Figure 1 shows the mean number of errors obtained w

the three ‘‘irrelevant’’ backgrounds. On the average, 50
rors were produced in the quiet condition, 74 while expos
to Japanese speech, and 52 with continuous pink noise,
yielding a highly significant effect of the auditory back
ground @F(2,142)597.16; p,0.001#. As is evident in Fig.
1, this effect is almost entirely due to the increased error r
with speech, the two control conditions~silence and pink
noise! do not produce significantly different error rates.

Presenting these overall effects for fairly standard
perimental conditions only serves to make the point that
data obtained in the present investigation are entirely con
tent with the literature. The effect size, an increase in er
rate by about 50%, is somewhat larger than typically
ported~Joneset al., 1996!, which may be due to the mixed
presentation of auditory conditions, and to the fact that
extra retention interval delayed subject’s recall, two me
sures, which tend to increase ‘‘irrelevant speech’’ effec
The pattern of outcomes as depicted in Fig. 1, namely
lack of impairment under continuous broadband noise
consistent with current theoretical explanations both in ter
of a ‘‘filter’’ passing speechlike information~Salame´ and
Baddeley, 1982!, and in terms of the importance o
‘‘changing-state’’ features of the auditory background~Jones
and Macken, 1993; Joneset al., 1996!.

B. Distribution of effect sizes

Since the focus of the present investigation is on in
vidual differences, a fundamental question is whether su
cient individual variation is observed in the paradigm und
study. That is clearly the case, as is evident in Fig. 2, wh
shows the distribution of individual effect sizes, operation
ized as the difference in errors between the speech and q
conditions. As would be expected for a difference betwe
two random variables, that distribution is Gaussian, with

ctsFIG. 2. Distribution of ‘‘irrelevant speech effects’’~ISEs! obtained from 72
subjects. The abscissa shows how far the error rate under speech excee
error rate produced in the quiet baseline.
2193. Ellermeier and K. Zimmer: Differences in noise susceptibility
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parent deviations from a normal distribution being nons
nificant ~Kolmogorov–Smirnov goodness of fit test:z
50.543; n.s.!.

More importantly, however, the spread of effect sizes
considerable, ranging from a minimum of218 to a maxi-
mum of165, the latter corresponding to a boost in error r
by 329% and the former reflecting an actualreduction in
errors under speech by 33%. Note that roughly one-eight
the sample shows no, or negative irrelevant speech effe

Interestingly, individual effect sizes are in no way r
lated ~r 50.01; n.s.! to a subject’s memory capacity, which
in order to obtain a measure independent of the magnitud
the ISE, was operationalized as the number of digits reca
in the second control condition~pink noise!. Further analyses
did not provide any evidence for a systematic nonlinear~e.g.,
U-shaped! trend as a function of memory capacity either.

III. RELIABILITY OF INDIVIDUAL ‘‘IRRELEVANT
SPEECH EFFECTS’’

The individual scores described in the previous sect
are meaningful only if they can be reliably measured. T
alternative, of course, is that the distribution depicted in F
2 just captures noise in the measurement procedure, no
dividual differences in susceptibility to the irrelevant spee
effect. In order to address this problem, the individual o
comes of the experiment were treated much like scores
psychometric test, and conventional procedures for determ
ing the reliability of a test were applied.

A. Retest reliability

In order to examine the temporal stability of overall
relevant speech effects within and across sessions, mean
formance is depicted as a function of time in Fig. 3. In

FIG. 3. Practice effects in the irrelevant speech paradigm. The graph s
the total number of errors per 30-trial block, averaged over 25 subjects,
plotted separately for the irrelevant speech condition~closed circles! and for
the two control conditions: pink noise~stars!, and silence~diamonds!.
Blocks 1 and 2 were completed in the first session, blocks 3–5 refer to
from the second session collected four weeks later.
2194 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 4, October 1997 W
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auditory conditions, error rate drops considerably with pr
tice, as confirmed by a highly significant main effect of blo
number@F(4,96)515.26;p,0.001# in a two-factor analysis
of variance over the five blocks and three sound conditio
The differencesin error rates between the sound condition
however, remain essentially the same, as indicated by
parallel curves in Fig. 3 and by the insignificant@F(8,129)
50.86; n.s.# interaction between block number and sou
condition in the analysis of variance. Although subjects le
to memorize more digits, they do not improve in deali
with the ‘‘irrelevant sound,’’ a finding which is in line with
two other published studies investigating habituation effe
within sessions~Joneset al., in press! and over a two-week
interval ~Hellbrück et al., 1996!. For subsequent analyses,
justifies the use of difference scores for measuring noise
fects.

Test–retest reliability (r tt) captures the stability ofindi-
vidual test scores over time, and is obtained by correlat
observations made on a set of subjects on two occasions~cf.
Kline, 1993!. Since the focus of the present investigation
on the reliability of noise effects, thedifference in errors
between the silence and speech conditions obtained for
of the 25 subjects participating in the retest was correla
with the corresponding difference obtained four weeks la
The test–retest correlation was significant~r tt50.45; p
,0.05! but only of moderate magnitude. Interestingly, rete
reliability of the ‘‘pink-noise silence’’ difference was esse
tially zero ~r tt520.09; n.s.!, suggesting that performanc
rankings in the pink-noise control condition vary random
over time and do not characterize individuals, a findi
which agrees with earlier research employing broadb
noise~e.g., Smithet al., 1981!.

To conclude, it turns out that the individual differenc
measured in the irrelevant speech paradigm are replic
over a four week interval. The moderate size of the te
retest correlation may either be due to an actual temp
instability of the attribute measured, or to a low internal co
sistency of the test. That possibility shall be considered in
next section.

B. Internal consistency

A method of determining the precision of measurem
without having to rely on temporal stability is to compute t
internal consistency of a test~see Kline, 1993!. The
a-coefficient ~Cronbach, 1951! indicates to what extent the
items of a test measure the same variable.

For the purpose of measuring noise effects, an ‘‘item
was defined as the difference in errors between two tem
rally adjacent speech and quiet trials. Thus item sco
ranged from29 ~no errors under speech, all nine digi
wrong in silence! to 19 ~all false with speech, no errors i
silence!. Twenty such item scores were obtained for the 6
trial session completed by all 72 subjects~disregarding the
20 pink-noise trials!. Internal consistency turned out to b
a50.55. Naturally, one would expect it to be high, since
trials were generated by the same scheme, but individual
pairs will exhibit strong random variations, thus attenuati
the consistency coefficient.
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Figure 4 shows how internal consistency grows with
number of speech-silence trial pairs presented to subje
The solid line represents the theoretical prediction based
the Spearman–Brown formula describing the relations
between test length and reliability~see Nunnally, 1978, Eq
7-7!, and the data points approximate that prediction qu
well. Using the Spearman–Brown formula, and extrapolat
from the currenta of 0.55 ~which is our estimate based o
the highest number of subjects and trials!, we find that 66
trials per condition are needed to arrive at a reliability
0.80, and 148 trials to reach the reliability of 0.90 conside
desirable for intelligence tests, for example.

C. Temporal stability reconsidered

It turns out that much of the seemingly low test–ret
reliability observed in the irrelevant speech paradigm m
not be due to a temporal instability of the attribute bei
measured, but rather to the low internal consistency of
speech-silence error differences accumulated in a subje
score. If that is the case, one may try to estimate the un
lying temporal stability of the trait~here, noise susceptibility
in an ISE experiment! by correcting for the low internal con
sistency of the measurement procedure used. The resu
stability coefficient~Cureton, 1971; Lienert and Raatz, 199
Eq. 10.10! is

r tt~stab!5r tt~retest! /a50.45/0.55'0.82, ~1!

which turns out to be fairly high, and much more encoura
ing than what the~uncorrected! retest coefficient suggests.

FIG. 4. Reliability of measuring the ‘‘irrelevant speech effect’’ as a functi
of the number of trials employed in each condition. Cronbach’sa is a
measure of the ‘‘internal consistency’’ of test tems~here: errors on a speec
trials minus errors on a silent trial; see text!. Points beyond 20 trials~stars!
are based on data from those 25 subjects who participated in the rete
other points~filled circles! are based on 72 subjects. The solid line is t
improvement in ‘‘internal consistency’’ to be expected on the basis of
Spearman–Brown formula; the prediction was made based on thea of 0.55
through which the function passes.
2195 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 4, October 1997 W
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IV. SUBJECTIVE ESTIMATES OF NOISE
SUSCEPTIBILITY

To address the question of whether subjects can a
rately judge the performance decrements they produce in
irrelevant speech experiment, they were presented with
speech and noise samples both before and after actually
forming the memory task and were asked to rate the deg
to which they thought they would be affected~resp. had been
affected! by the sounds.1

Figure 5 contrasts the objective effects of the two typ
of auditory materials with the mean subjective estimates
effect sizes given on two occasions. It is striking that befo
participating in the main experiment, subjects erroneou
expect to be almost equally impaired by the speech and n
backgrounds~see the two middle bars in Fig. 5!, whereas
after experiencing 60 trials, the pattern of retrospectively
timated effect sizes comes much closer to the objective o
all performance profile~depicted on the left in Fig. 5!. This
shift in the ratings shows up as a statistically significa
(sound3time of testing! interaction @F(1,24)520.54; p
,0.001# in the two-way analysis of variance of the subje
tive estimates. Thus it seems that subjects can quite a
rately estimate mean sound effects after participating in
experiment, while working on the assumption that ‘‘an
sound will hurt’’ before.

In order to assess how well they predict their ownindi-
vidual performance changes due to noise, each subject’s
ference in ratings of the two sounds was correlated with
actual difference in errors produced when exposed to
sounds. While the correlation obtained with thea priori rat-
ings was nonsignificant (r 50.16), it increased tor
50.44 (p,0.05) after the experiment,2 thus paralleling the
pattern obtained for predicted mean effects.

all

e

FIG. 5. Comparison of subjective estimates of memory impairment~right
axis! under speech and noise~shaded bars! with objective performance dec
rements in percent~left axis, referring to the left pair of bars!. Subjects
judged expected~or experienced! effects of the sounds on a scale from
23 to 13 before and after performing a serial recall experiment.
2195. Ellermeier and K. Zimmer: Differences in noise susceptibility
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V. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GENERAL NOISE
SENSITIVITY AND THE ‘‘IRRELEVANT SPEECH
EFFECT’’

Since all subjects completed a 52-item questionna
consisting of statements about noise in a variety of conte
~Zimmer and Ellermeier, submitted!, we were able to explore
whether general noise sensitivity~Weinstein, 1978! might
account for some portion of the variance in the objectiv
measured noise effects observed in the ‘‘irrelevant spee
paradigm.

For that purpose, the subjects representing the hig
and lowest quartile of our sample regarding their total no
sensitivity score were contrasted with respect to the er
made in the ‘‘irrelevant speech’’ task. It turned out that t
highly noise-sensitive subjects produced more errors than
insensitive ones across all experimental conditions~see Fig.
6!, as confirmed by the significant main effect of noise s
sitivity @F(1,34)57.24; p,0.05# in a 233 ~sensitivity
groups3sound conditions! mixed analysis of variance
Planned comparisons indicate that this group differenc
statistically significant (p,0.05) in the two sound condi
tions ~speech and pink noise!, and not significant in silence
The pattern of outcomes depicted in Fig. 6 seems to indic
however, that noise sensitivity does not affect the error ra
in the three experimental conditions differentially, which
reflected in the lack of a significant interaction in the analy
of variance.

The association between noise sensitivity and noise
fects is weaker, though, than the comparison of extre
groups suggests. That becomes evident when individ
noise-sensitivity scores are correlated with individual ‘‘irre
evant speech’’ effects~a given subject’s difference in error
between the speech and quiet conditions!. That correlation is
only r 50.23 ~significant atp,0.05, one-tailed test!, even
after correcting for the ISE’s low reliability.

Interestingly, the correlation observed in the 41 fem
subjects is much higher (r 50.39) than the correlation foun

FIG. 6. Serial recall errors of subjects scoring high~upper 25%! and of
subjects scoring low~lower 25%! on the noise-sensitivity questionnaire as
function of the auditory condition.
2196 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 4, October 1997 W
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for the 31 male subjects in our sample (r 50.038), and that
finding holds up when a German version of Weinstein
~1978! noise-sensitivity scale is substituted for our new
constructed questionnaire. Furthermore, the relationship
tween the specific impairment ratings discussed in Sec.
and actual irrelevant speech effects also turned out to
much higher in females (r 50.46) than in males (r 50.08).

It seems that women are more accurate at judging t
own noise sensitivity than are men, at least with regard to
specific effects measured in the present irrelevant spe
paradigm. That is true in the absence of any overall gen
effects: neither in general noise sensitivity as measured
our questionnaire do women differ significantly from me
nor in the magnitude of the ‘‘irrelevant speech effec
~which is 25.4 for females, 22.4 for males!.

VI. DISCUSSION

The results of the present study shall be discussed w
respect to three related topics:~a! the nature of individual
differences in susceptibility to the ‘‘irrelevant speech e
fect’’; ~b! the potential role of noise sensitivity in accountin
for some portion of these individual differences; and~c! sub-
ject’s accuracy in judging their own susceptibility to noise

A. Nature of individual differences in ISEs

The present study establishes that—embedded in
solid overall effects typically found in ‘‘irrelevant speech
experiments—there are sizeable individual differences in
magnitude of the effect, which are normally distribute
spanning a range from negative effects~with facilitation due
to the speech background! over null results to considerabl
impairment. Note that whereas in many published stud
such differences might be attributable to procedural artefa
~such as the subjects receiving different orders of the ‘‘tre
ments’’ in a counterbalancing scheme!, the present study at
tempted to minimize potential interactions with practice
fatigue by running all conditions randomly mixed withi
each block of trials.

What then, are the sources of the variance observ
Basically, we will have to consider~1! ‘‘true’’ individual
differences in susceptibility to the effect,~2! measurement
error, and~3! temporal instability of the variable of interes
The psychometric indices of test–retest reliability and int
nal consistency derived from the present data set perm
estimate the contributions of these factors to some exten

First of all, the fact that a significant test–retest corre
tion (r tt) was obtained suggests that there is some basic
bility of the pattern of outcomes overtime. The modera
correlation ofr tt50.45 contrasts sharply with the retest c
efficients near 0.05 that Smithet al. ~1981! obtained for a
free-recall task, and with similar insignificant measures
ported by Wilkinson~1974!, which had suggested a hapha
ard rank ordering of subjects with respect to effect sizes
cannot be replicated on a second occasion. It appears tha
task and sound parameters used in the irrelevant speech
digm make it more suitable not only for showing overa
effects, but also for studying individual differences in r
sponse to noise.
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The internal consistency coefficient,a, on the other
hand, is a measure of reliability unconfounded by tempo
changes. It reflects the degree to which individual differen
are captured in the same way by the items making up
test. Its magnitude,a50.55, gives a better estimate of th
amount of error still present in the data.

By psychometric standards, both retest reliability a
internal consistency of the present measurements are d
pointingly low. It turns out that this is largely due to the u
of ~speech-minus-silence! differencescores, which on statis
tical grounds are expected to yield lower correlations th
the raw scores they are derived from whenever these
scores are correlated themselves~see Nunnally, 1978, pp
246–255; Lienert and Raatz, 1994, pp. 214–218!. The fol-
lowing formula ~adapted from Eq. 10.53 in Lienert an
Raatz, 1994! predicts the reliability of a difference scorer diff

from the reliabilities of the original scores (r 1 ,r 2) and their
correlation (r 12):

r diff5
r 11r 222r 12

2~12r 12!
. ~2!

Given that in the present experiment recall scores un
speech and in silence correlated withr 1250.69 and substi-
tuting the consistency coefficients for measuring errors
speech (a50.84) and errors in silence (a50.85) for r 1 and
r 2 , respectively, then the reliability of speech-silence diff
ence scores is predicted to ber diff50.50 which is quite close
to the value actually obtained~0.55!.

The statistical fact that the reliability of differenc
scores is inversely related to the correlation between
original scores creates a problem for the measuremen
noise effects in terms of performance differences betw
experimental conditions, since that correlation is bound to
high in the irrelevant speech paradigm, given that ident
memory tests are compared under two different acous
backgrounds. In terms of psychometric theory, when wo
ing with ISE difference scores, we are not simply address
the reliability of a ‘‘test,’’ but rather the reproduceability of
‘‘test profile’’ which is expected to be attenuated consid
ably.

These considerations suggest that it is only the com
ment of the reliability (a50.85) of the raw error scores, or
mere 15%, that make up the variance not accounted for. T
residual error may be attributed to trial-by-trial fluctuatio
in memory span, attention, fatigue, and the like, and is to
expected even in highly homogeneous tasks like reactin
the onset of a tone repeatedly, or memorizing digit sequen
as in the present experiment.

In the present context, however, we do not want to m
sure memory span~as reflected in the raw error scores! but
rather noise effects~as reflected in a difference between err
scores obtained in two conditions!. Thus if a research prob
lem requires the measurement of individual differences w
a reliability comparable to that of established psychome
personality or performance tests (>0.90), much larger num
bers of trials will have to be collected from each subject th
is commonly done to determine overall effects in an ‘‘irre
evant speech’’ experiment. Extrapolating from the theor
cal curve depicted in Fig. 4 suggests that 148 trials per c
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dition are required to arrive at a reliability of 0.90 whic
given that our present 30-trial blocks took approximately
min, would add up to almost 3-h running time during whic
148 speech and 148 silent trials would have to be intermix
In practice these numbers may underestimate the numbe
trials required, as the data points falling short of the cu
suggest; on the other hand, the absence of a discontinui
the reliability estimates made after 20 and 30 trials~see Fig.
4! suggests that it is possible to pool data from sessi
widely spaced in time.

B. The role of noise sensitivity

A secondary goal of the present investigation was
explore whether a person’s noise sensitivity as measure
a questionnaire might account for some portion of the va
ance in objectively measured noise effects. While a comp
son of extreme groups~Fig. 6! suggested such an influenc
the overall correlation between individual sensitivity scor
and ISEs turned out to be rather low (r 50.23). Note, how-
ever, that noise sensitivity is a very general construct, refl
ing many facets of the noise response unrelated to per
mance, such as sleep disturbances, interference with le
activities, etc. On the other hand, the irrelevant speech ef
very specifically measures the impact of speechlike sou
on the recall of serial order information. Thus relating a ve
broadly defined personality variable to a fairly narrow b
havioral measure, one should not expect the relationshi
be very strong. This interpretation is supported by the obs
vation that if only those items judgeda priori to relate to
performance effects of noise are included in the correlati
it slightly increases tor 50.31.

It seems that, generally, attempts to relate self-rep
measures of noise susceptibility to behavior have not bee
that successful. Thomas and Jones~1982! found equally low
correlations~averaging 0.25 across different experimen
conditions! when relating noise annoyance as measured b
questionnaire to the determination of uncomfortable lou
ness levels in the laboratory, two measures, for which
might expect a much closer intrinsic linkeage.

As far as noise sensitivity is concerned, it might pro
more promising to explore its relationship to a whole ran
of objective measures, using a multivariate approach m
akin to the broad definition of the concept.

C. Subjective assessment of noise effects

Although self-reported general noise sensitivity did n
correlate highly with the actual noise effects, one might e
pect a closer relationship, if subjects are queried about
specific interactions between task and noise in the exp
ment proper. It turns out that the subjects are unable to e
mate effect sizes on the basis of familiarity with the soun
alone. They improve somewhat after gaining experience w
the task. Interestingly, though, they are accurate only in p
dicting overall effects~see Fig. 5!, while failing to predict
their own noise susceptibility~as indicated by the low corre
lation of r 50.29 between individual estimates and err
rates!.
2197. Ellermeier and K. Zimmer: Differences in noise susceptibility
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Admittedly, this result might be highly dependent on t
specific sounds used in a given experiment. Had we, for
ample, used a familiar versus an unfamiliar language as
relevant background conditions, subjects might have p
dicted differential effects, while the literature suggests eq
disruption~e.g., Colle and Welsh, 1976; Salame´ and Badde-
ley, 1982!. Nevertheless, a study from our laboratory~Wol-
ski, 1996! using quite different and nonintuitive stimuli~10
varieties of frequency-modulated tones! found a similarly
low correlation between estimated and observed effectsr
50.23). The low validity of self-evaluations seems to be
rather general finding: Mabe and West~1982! found a mean
correlation of r 50.29 in their meta-analysis of 55 studie
relating subject’s self-evaluations to objective criteria in
number of different performance domains.

A puzzling observation contributed by the present inv
tigation is that, based on three types of performance e
mates~retrospective impairment ratings and two varieties
noise-sensitivity questionnaires!, women seem to be far be
ter at predicting their performance under noise than are m
This gender difference might deserve further system
study.

D. Practical recommendations for measuring noise
effects

The present study offers several recommendations
practical importance for the investigation of individual d
ferences in the irrelevant speech paradigm: First of al
considerably larger number of trials than is typically used
experiments aiming at overall effects is required: 30 tri
per condition might be sufficient for measuring individu
differences in error rate; several hundred trials should
collected, when differences between errors in quiet and
rors under irrelevant sound constitute the variable of inter
Second, conditions should be mixed in order to avoid c
founding practice and fatigue effects with the individual o
comes. Third, the difficulty of individual trials should neith
be too high~ten digits to memorize! nor too low~six digits!,
so floor and ceiling effects do not restrict the range of in
vidual outcomes, and thereby attenuate the internal con
tency of the task. Finally, as Fig. 3 indicates, spreading d
collection over several session~or weeks! does not seem to
introduce discontinuities, and might be more appropri
than running long sessions incurring additional problems
attention and fatigue.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The present analysis of objectively measured noise
fects suggests the following conclusions:

~1! Invidual differences in noise susceptibility as measu
in the irrelevant speech paradigm exist, and are norm
distributed over a considerable range.

~2! They may be measured reliably, are fairly replicab
over time, and do not change even with extensive pr
tice.
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~3! For statistical reasons, however, measurement in te
of noise-minus-quiet performance differences sever
constrains the precision with which individual effe
sizes may be determined.

~4! Subjects scoring high on a noise-sensitivity questio
naire produce more errors under noise than do subj
of low noise sensitivity. Nevertheless, individual diffe
ences in noise sensitivity only account for a small p
tion of the variance in objectively measured noise
fects.

~5! Subjective estimates of the impairment produced b
specific noise source are of low criterion validity and a
practically useless when subjects did not have a cha
to perform under the noise in question.
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1Obtaining subjective effect size ratings owes much to discussions
Dylan Jones at the occasion of the 7th Oldenburg symposium on psy
acoustics held in August, 1996.

2These correlations—like the ones computed for the questionnaire data
sented in the next section—were corrected for measurement error due
low reliability of the noise effects~see Sec. III B!. This ‘‘correction for
attenuation’’ ~see Nunnally, 1978, p. 237! was applied according to the
formula r̂ 125r 12 /Ar 22 ~see Lienert and Raatz, 1994, Eq. 11.24!, wherer 12

is the ‘‘raw’’ correlation between the two variables, andr 22 is the reliability
of the second variable~here 0.55!.
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